LASER CORE℗ Bat Speed Precise™ Trainer Model: LC-BS100 Adjustable, One-Size-Fits-All Ages: 6 to adult

Sizing Main Torso Band

Sizing Armbands

How to Wear

Troubleshooting:
Elasticized strap slides up: 1) Tighten arm bands. 2) Deeper contact zones (both arms inserted), avoid lifting or
extending unnaturally on your follow through. Finish swing with a short swing path.
I’m finding it difficult to hit the ball hard? There’s only one way to hit with our tool...the right way. Let the ball
travel, don’t reach, don’t arm your swing, swing using your core. Don’t fight your natural swing path, keep your
head down, rotate back foot from the hips to get your upper body in the best place to hit the ball. Hit the ball up
the middle.
Go to TheHittingProject.com for free training guides and more details on how to wear for different types of drills
Maintaining Your Laser Bat Speed Trainer
The armband takes all the pressure when you hit. You may find the armband bunches where it meets the main
Torso band. This is Ok, that’s what it’s designed to do (see instructions below on how to straighten when you’ve
finished hitting).

On the very rare occasion (mainly with our older models) the armband and torso band can twist (one armband on
the outside and one on the inside). Too much pressure on the band and buckle, causing it to overlap and twist.
Reasons this may occur:
1. Pulling the armband up or down your arm with too much force
2. Not holding the main torso band and armband together when putting on your arm. You need to hold both
and stretch a hole in the armband.
3. 2-Arms Inserted Drills: Excessive lifting with a 2-handed follow through can put too much pressure on the
band and buckle, causing it to overlap and twist.
If you find this happens you can fix in a few simple steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Remove armband from buckle
Slide armband off the main Torso Band
Untwist the main Torso Band
Put armband back in place
Use the other armband as a reference for how to thread material

Kids under 16 not to be used without adult supervision
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